ABOUT ARTS DISTRICT HOUSTON

Arts District Houston is situated along the Washington Avenue Corridor and touts the highest concentration of working artists in Texas. This state-appointed Arts and Cultural District has a rich history and encompasses the First and Sixth Wards, two of Houston’s oldest neighborhoods.

OUR GOAL

Arts District Houston is dedicated to shaping and building our community’s creative economy in a responsible way. The District strives to retain top artistic talent and provide access to new artists, cultural industries, and organizations while enhancing the livability of the surrounding neighborhood.

ART IS IN THE MAKING

Arts District Houston is home to 400+ studio spaces for local artists, designers, and makers.

From Art Alley at Sawyer Yards to installations at the Buffalo Bayou Park Cistern, come experience the artistic energy that flows throughout the studios, reimagined industrial spaces, restaurants, and businesses within the District.

BECOME A PARTNER

Your $100 Partner contribution is an investment in the District and supports an economy in which artists, businesses, and local residents work together to showcase and enrich our neighborhoods. Become a Partner today!

PARTNER PERKS

The District’s initiatives are made possible by our Partners. Enjoy perks such as invitations to District events, early access to District Insider’s Guides, and an exclusive subscription to the Partner Newsletter.

As a Partner, you’ll be the first to know about the exciting events and news that make our neighborhood the unique cultural hub that it is.

FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA:

@artsdistrichou

artsdistrichouston.com
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